New Internship Program in Doubt
by Steven Sellers

The future of a Bryant College-sponsored internship program appears to be in doubt as obstacles concerning faculty reimbursement persist. In interviews with Dr. John Zeiger of the Management Dept.; Dr. Lowell Smith, Vice-President for Academic Affairs; and two students interested in the issue, THE ARCHWAY found the situation more complex.

In an article last fall, THE ARCHWAY reported the creation of an internship committee to investigate the possibility of deeming a program in which students could gain practical experience in the affairs of business management.

It was hoped that the College could sponsor such a program in conjunction with various business concerns. The committee was composed of members of the administration, faculty, and the student body. For a short time, the committee was progressing smoothly, but a hang-up was experienced in regard to remuneration of professors who involve themselves in the operation of the internship proposal. Mr. Zeiger was and is interested in participating in a small business administration program which Bryant students would work with small businesses with managerial or financial problems. Due to the large amount of time that Zeiger would have had to invest in coordinating the program, he withdrew from an active role in the internship effort on the basis that he would not receive any reimbursement for his efforts. He felt the added burden of the internship would be too expensive in terms of time and effort for him to work without some form of remuneration.

Dr. Smith related the general position of the College on the issue in stating that the problem in reimbursement of teachers for their efforts in the internship programs is in establishing how much they should be paid. This applies to the proposed Bryant Internship Program as well as the existing internship programs in which the College participates.

Dr. Smith related that the amount of time professors spend on the internship, greatly varies and so no set amount of reimbursement can be ascertained. At the present time, no Bryant professors are paid for their efforts in coordinating such programs as the Rhode Island State Government Internship Program, the Mayor's Program, the Washington Internship Program, and others.

Dr. Smith expressed the College's interest in offering practical learning experiences for students, but was unable to enumerate any efforts by the College to bring the Bryant internship into reality. He said that if, when the faculty presents its contract demands this summer, a proposal for reimbursement for teacher involvement in internship programs is presented, the College will be more than willing to negotiate the issue. He cited that faculty pressure should be strong enough to make the issue of reimbursement a negotiable one.

Paul Carr and Jeff Treiber, two students involved in the Bryant Internship Committee, are dismayed by the slow-down of progress in the program. They both expressed the hope that students would not be deprived of this added dimension to their learning experience.

ANALYSIS

The issue here presented involves two central concepts 1) The lack of progress in forming a Bryant-sponsored internship program due to the absence of faculty reimbursement and 2) The lack of faculty reimbursement for internship activities in general. This boils down to the fact that Bryant faculty members who participate in extracurricular programs for the betterment of the students do so as a part of their own free time. The internship programs are not continued.

Dick Gregory at Bryant
by John Harrington

Last Monday evening, roughly 200 members of the Bryant Community took advantage of an opportunity to hear a lecture by activist Dick Gregory, arranged by Wanut Wazuri and the Student Programming Board. Mr. Gregory began on a light note, stating that he was thrilled to be in Smithfield.

The lack of progress in forming a Bryant-sponsored internship program due to the absence of faculty reimbursement and the lack of faculty reimbursement for internship activities in general. This boils down to the fact that Bryant faculty members who participate in extracurricular programs for the betterment of the students do so as a part of their own free time. The internship programs are not continued.

New GLC Executive Officers

Chris VanLuling emerged victorious from a run-off election with Cathy Barry, his opponent, in this year's voting in the Student Senate. The results of this year's voting indicates the GLC will have Michael Sullivan, President; Drewry Bratton, Vice President; Sharon Quakenbush, Secretary; and Clifford Lawton as the Treasurer.

ATTENTION DORM STUDENTS: In anticipation of Bryant Students going to the Harry Chapin concert, all dorms will be locked at 7:00 p.m. Don't lose your keys!
THE ARCHWAY
March 25, 1977

LETTERS

New" Method of Instruction
Dear Editor,

In selecting Criminalistics II, an elective within the Law Enforcement Program here at Bryant College, I expected the course to conform to the "normal," highly theoretical mode of instruction that I have previously experienced in previous law enforcement-related courses. These distasteful and tedious lecture patterns are followed by standard examinations which preclude the student from utilizing the course to its fullest potential.

However, Criminalistics II, taught by Charles Hadecourian, was the first course to incorporate an innovative approach to theoretical law enforcement teaching. This "new" method of instruction consists of the integration of formal rationales with enlightening experiments. In this respect, Criminalistics II is unique from other law enforcement courses. Because of this peerless method of instruction, this course has definitely been asset to my education in the field of law enforcement.

Criminalistics II, an introduction in forensic science, concerns itself with the application of science and technology to criminal as well as civil bodies of law. The foundation of forensic science manifests itself in tangible evidence. This category of physical or corporal evidence is dealt with exclusively as well as extensively, by the individual student, thus enabling him to attain a well-rounded knowledge of this matter. The classes are categories consist of the analysis of human hair, clothing fibers, narcotic substances, and ballistic comparisons. Fortunately, the professor of the new course, Charles Hadecourian, has presented an impressive array of guest lecturers who are court-certified experts in their respective fields. This provide the student with invaluable insight and intellectual (cognitive) stimulation.

As students, we study both theory and hypothetical situations so that we can apply concrete theory to the everchanging, divergent problems that face law enforcement officers. I am certain that believe that the courses pertaining to the field of law enforcement should seek to facilitate by seniors between theory and realistic occurrences. If this can become an accomplished fact, I think the students will be less abstract and more informative. Also I believe the program will generate a student with skills that would be more readily marketable in the saturated law enforcement field.

Michael Donovan

Class of '77

Gift Committee Organizes

The senior Class Gift Committee has begun to undertake what appears to be the largest fund raising project ever attempted by a Bryant senior class. The Committee, headed by Mark Van Dyne, represents nearly all student organization with an appointed crew of over 40 students.

Although the fund raising plans have not yet been finalized, it is already that the Committee will plan to exceed last year's pledge of $16,000. A series of photo booths are being scheduled for the latter part of next month in which the Committee will hope to obtain commitments from nearly 650 soon-to-be graduates.

Preliminary meetings have resulted in the compilation of a Senior Survey. This survey, which was mailed yesterday, will attempt to obtain student opinion. The results of this survey will be tabulated to provide a reflection of student feelings in order for the committee to evaluate needs of the college.

Graduation is only weeks away. Students are needed to volunteer their time and creative energies in order to make this year's gift memorable as well as the recent achievement of Bryant College. Interested students should contact anyone on the Gift Committee or stop by the Alumni Office.

Terry

Gym Destruction

Dear Editor,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank those incorrigible, immature, selfish, and indiscriminate "children" here at Bryant who have made the weight room in the gym a disaster area and unusable for the rest of the Bryant community.

This really shows the level of maturity of the individual(s) who deliberately destroy the property, not only in the weight room but anywhere on campus. I say deliberately because those steel cables on the Universal in the weight room have to be purposely and maliciously destroyed, not after the cables were broken, but before.

When I was a freshman, Bryant had a fully equipped weight room. It was in good condition, and there were plenty of weights around to use. That was because there was someone there (a student) who, while working out himself, made sure the area was not vandalized by "children."

However, since that student graduated, there has been no formal supervision over the weight room. Unfortunately the Bryant administration felt the students themselves were mature enough to take care of the weight room. By simple observation one can see that they were wrong.

Weights have disappeared in large quantities, (possibly to private spas in the dorms or townhouses). So far that area has been repaired numerous times only to be ruined again, and left as a disaster area. Weights and shoes have been broken and ripped. It is a complete disgrace.

I could see the reasoning, if the college refused to spend anymore money to repair the universal/weight room as a whole. Why should money be spent only to have the equipment ripped off or broken. Because of the actions of a few "children," those of us who want to use the facilities have to suffer. And I say "children" because actions that cause damage such as that in the weight room, can only come from individuals with mentalities of children.

What I offer in the way of a suggestion might be a total overhaul of the weight room and its facilities, then lock it up and only admit those with proper ID's and who sign in and sign out after working out. This would preserve the condition of the room. It seems to me that if a certain few individuals acted like college students and not pratriots, suggestions like these would be unnecessary. I realize that will be added work for those students working at the gym, but I feel some system must be developed to protect the rest of the Bryant community from a few individuals who are selfish and immature. What good is having a weight room if you can't use it.

If there are alternative suggestions, I am sure the community will be willing to listen. There are plenty of other students who feel the same. I am sure. I felt it is time to do something about it now, and not say, "Oh well, that can we do, the college just doesn't want to fix the equipment." Because it's not the college's fault. The fault rests with some of our own peers, and only we can do something about it.

I hope those individuals responsible for this constant damage and stealing, and think this is "just having fun," read this because it is for you! Smarten up, this is no place for "children," or "child-like acts. We're not adults or LEAVE!! Do us all a favor.

Al Marcella
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"Children" are really amazing creatures. Normally they like to burn down where no one can see them. Down deep in little holes, hidden from view. But every now and then we will surface. The slimy, spineless critter wiggle around, and if touched or subjected to light, will squirm in violent attempts to escape.

Bryant should be a worm ranch. We have all sorts of fun things that we can do and do little dances to avoid being in the light. What fun it is to see such a flourish of activity on a college campus. Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle.

Not me!

Remember as a child when you did something wrong and you didn't want to own up to it? Your parents would ask whose fault it was, and your reply usually was, "Not me!" It was so much easier when we were children.

No Guns...No Glory...No Nothing!

There's an old adage that says we learn by our mistakes, but what happens when no one admits to being wrong? What happens when no one admits anything?

There comes a time when we all must leave the "Not me's" of yesterday behind and be responsible for our actions. There is a time when we must realize that perhaps a person acted in the way he or she thought was best even though it clashed with the normal manner of doing things. There is a time when we have to get some external fortitude to forget past occurrences, sit down and openly and honestly discuss all issues. I stress the word openly. Otherwise, nothing will be accomplished. It isn't time we leave the "Not me's" to the kids at home and start acting the way we should! It's time we take positive action or else we might be stuck with a real can of worms on our hands.

Steve Paulousky

Editor in Chief
Paul Demers
Business Manager
George Dooley
Security, Friend or Foe

by Peter Paulusky

The purpose of this article is to take a close look at security, namely its goals, problems, and future outlooks. In an interview with Chief Gardener, the first question dealt with the goals of security here at Bryant. Basically they consist of the physical well-being of students, employees, and the physical properties of the college. Chief Gardener actually gives a bit deeper than this, into the realm of service. Chief Gardener sees security as a service-oriented organization designed to aid the student and not harass him. This doesn't mean a non-enforcement of regulation; rather a willingness to work with instead of against the student body. The next question deals with problems in implementing these goals into the Bryant community. One major problem is the reputation, or better, lack of one, which security enjoys on campus. Negative attitudes stem from disagreement over parking violations and security decisions. The Student Center on campus and the ability of the force to handle any emergency which might arise. First, let's look at the parking tickets and other minor complaints. If a student has a legitimate gripe concerning any matter, he should take the gripe to security. The policy with Chief Gardener is "open door" and he is willing to talk. Still, you feel that this hasn't produced any satisfactory results, and you can take your complaint to the Non-Academic Grevenance Committee. Actual utilization of this channel as regards to problems with security has been very low in the past. According to the Chief, only two incidents have ever been brought up to the committee and both were decided in favor of security.

Next look at the campus incident rate. A security officer at Bryant has no formal arrest powers. He has only what is granted through citizen's arrest and the protection of private property. He also does not carry a night stick, black jack, mace, or cuffs. This alone will necessitate the presence of the Smithfield Police to cover a lot of the events at Bryant in case something serious would come up. In case of a disturbance, though, at the Pub or Bryant Center during a regular operating period, Security does have the power to clear the area and to take persons into custody in order to prevent damage and injury to persons and property. If the Smithfield Security Force were armed as the local Police and were vested with their powers, you wouldn't see the Smithfield P.D. on campus, but at what price? In this point we are fortunate.

The final aspect of this article is concerned with security in the future at Bryant. Partly, this will be determined by the size of the campus. If Bryant expands to 10,000 or more, then perhaps security will become more police-oriented in function. The incidence of reported violation of criminal law on larger campuses and in the urban campus is much greater than at Bryant and calls for stricter measures of enforcement. But this may be looking too far into the future. Looking at just a few years ahead, perhaps there could be a change in understanding and less of a classic police look and a lower profile to make students at ease. Overall, the most wanted and probably most needed change is the establishment of a good relationship with the student community.

One interesting aspect here is that the median age of the student body will always remain in the early twenties while the administration and security median age will continue to rise, especially if a man works here for any length of time. How then are we to recruit for our personnel? To have young, vibrant, educated men and women would be ideal. However, the average pay of a security guard is about enough to pay for the gas back and forth to work each day. The chance for future advancement is poor also for there isn't really anywhere to go. Bryant is paying competitively as compared to other colleges, nevertheless the wage is still probably under $4 an hour and that won't pay the grocery bill.

These are present and future problems. Presently Chief Gardener looks for past experience, youth and his "gut reaction" to an individual as to how he'll handle himself on the job. For now though, if you have a problem with security, then take it to the Security. It is a fine place to air your views, but Chief Gardener won't respond to nearsighted criticism. The door is open and if both sides will make an effort, then perhaps the students and security can work together instead of against each other.

College Alumni and Development Programs Involve Students

Four Bryant undergraduates are deeply involved in College Alumni and Development programs, and that number is sure to increase in the years ahead. The four students are Michael Hammer, 77; Howard Siegal, 77; Gretchen Thornbloom, 78; and Donald A. McClain, Jr., 80. All sit on the national steering committee of the 1976-77 Bryant College Annual Fund which is headed by Nelson J. Guls, 76, former President of the College.

Hammer, a senior from Oceanside, New York, and Siegal, a senior from West Hartford, Connecticut, are working on the Senior Class Gift campaign, the organization of which is under way. Thornbloom, a sophomore from Bayport, New York, and McClain, a freshman from North Attleboro, Mass., will help to recruit volunteers for the Annual Fund Phonothon scheduled for the evenings of May 2,3, 4, and 5. Alumni, friends, students and college employees will meet in offices of the Rhode Island Hospital Trust Bank in downtown Providence to call alumni in a person-to-person appeal for their support for the 1976-77 Fund. Fraser A. Lang, Director of Alumni Relations and Development, stated that "last year students were among our most outstanding volunteers. Alumni enjoyed the chance to talk to students about what Bryant is like now."

A buffet supper will be served to all volunteers on the Phonothon evenings from the offices of the trust bank, followed by a brief training session. Then the volunteers are put to work.

All students who are interested in volunteering for the phone bank are asked to contact either Thornbloom or McClain, or to complete the form below and return it to the Alumni and Development Office on campus.

Names: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Class: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Campus Address: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Campus Phone: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

I will be able to help on the 1976-77 Annual Fund Phonothon on:

Monday, May 2  Tuesday, May 3  Wednesday, May 4  Thursday, May 5

I need transportation to Providence. If I have transportation to Providence and can take some older student.

Please complete the form below:

Name: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Class: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Campus Address: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Campus Phone: ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

Remember: DOING IS THE ESSENCE OF LEARNING. For further information see Dr. 66 Tannerowsky.
Radioactive Wastes

Discovered

Early this week, several pounds of radioactive waste products were found in the back of an old filing cabinet in THE ARCHWAY office. It is suspected that the waste has been in the office ever since the beginning of the school year.

Rumor has it that these wastes have altered the brain waves of most of the staff members, causing them to freak out periodically every Thursday night. The wastes will be buried under the new bell tower early next week.

Preregistration Corrections

Corrections in the Fall 1977 Master Schedule

Monday Evening
Delete SS380 (1968)
Add SS531 (1964) Ancient and Medieval History

Tuesday Evening
Delete SC151 (1972)
Add SC151 (1979) Ecology

Wednesday Evening
Delete SS373 (1981)
Add SS373 (1981) American Politics

Addition of Course to Fall 1977 Master Schedule

L203 Law of Financial Transactions (10458) 10 MWF Dr. Ramsey

Tentative graduates with 87 credits PASSED may preregister with the "7x7"

Random Preregistration Numbers by Birth Date

Students with a date of birth of 02/01 have a random number of 269.

Thursday Evening
Add A444 (14903) Advanced Accounting I

Brycol to Sponsor Mixology Course

Have you ever wished that you knew how to tend bar? How to plan a party at home and have the right amount of liquor for the occasion? Do you know how to set up a lounge, restaurant, or home bar? Do you know drink recipes for 125 drinks? Do you know about wines, wine serving, and wine tasting? Do you know anything about beer besides how much to drink to get drunk?

Well, the opportunity is coming for you to learn all of this and more. Brycol Student Services Foundation, Inc., is going to sponsor a two-night MODERN MIXOLOGY COURSE at Bryant. You will now have a chance to see how much you really know about all those intoxicating beverages that are second nature to most of us.

The course will be offered on two consecutive nights. The first night will be concerned with preparing a bar at a lounge or restaurant, preparing for a private function or party, learning the different glasses and their functions, a history and description of various beers and liquors, differentiation between "top shelf" and "bar" liquors, a history of wines, and the process of producing them, what wines to serve with what foods, and wine tasting. Various wines will be served along with cheese and crackers.

On the second night you step up to such arts as pouring techniques, mixing drinks, customer service tips, some professional bartending secrets, and an examination which will include demonstration of your ability to mix drinks. The remainder of the second night is an OPEN BAR.

The course is recommended for anyone who might be interested in bartending, being a waitress or waiter, or just increasing his/her knowledge of alcoholic beverages and their preparation. Just think, then, you can tell your friends that you are now an official connoisseur of distilled beverages! More importantly though, it will qualify you for a high-paying summer or part-time job.

The course will be given on Monday and Tuesday nights, April 4 and 5 from approximately 7 to 10 p.m. in conference room B of the new Management Development Center. The fee for the course is $15 in advance and $20 at the door. All students completing the course will receive a 20-page mixology manual and a certificate of completion—both of which will be very valuable when applying for a job. You can register for the course in the Rotunda during the week from 10 to 2 or at the Brycol Home from 3 to 6.

LEARN TO BARTEND
WITH MODERN MIXOLOGY
APRIL 4-5-7 PM
A COMPLETE TWO-NIGHT COURSE

Learn the history of liquors and beers, how to prepare a bar for parties, how to taste and serve wines, and how to mix drinks.

Register: In the Rotunda 10:00-2:00
March 28 - April 1
or at the Brycol house during the week.

for more information call: 231-1220

You Drink... Your Own Mistakes
another service of

BRYCOL Student Services Foundation, Inc.

Economic Corner

by Richard N. Spivak

On March 1, 1972, union drivers at SafeWay Bus Lines (a Trailways subsidiary) walked off the job to protest management's diversion of work to lower-wage subsidiaries. After nearly three years of a bitter strike, SafeWay's drivers ended their strike without winning their demand. Rumor has it that the stultifying effect that corporate mergers and the labor laws governing them often have on union strength.

When an employer organized by one union acquires companies whose employees are unorganized or in another union, there is no guarantee that all the workers will end up in the same union. As a result, corporations expanding via mergers is less likely to face company-wide strikes and are better able to resist union demands because of profits produced by other employees still on the job.

Briefly, Trailways was created in 1943 and expanded rapidly by purchasing regional bus lines, and soon became a major competitor to Greyhound. Each of the formerly independent bus lines was operated as a subsidiary corporation owned by Trailways, which itself was bought by Holiday Inn in 1969. In that same year, the Amalgamated Transit Union and the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen asked the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) for an election to include all Trailways drivers in a single bargaining unit. (The National Labor Relations Board of 1935 authorized the NLRB to decide what an "appropriate" bargaining unit would be.)

The NLRB decided which workers can take part in a vote to join a union not represented by the union in collective bargaining.) The Board rejected the union's request, stating that Trailways' various subsidiaries were the "appropriate" units for collective bargaining and that no "compelling reason" existed for company-wide bargaining.

This decision armed Trailways' management for a divide-and-conquer campaign against its drivers. In 1971, the BRT, which represents a portion of the Trailways' drivers, Summer campers. The independent company was diverting charter passengers to another subsidiary paying lower wages. Between February 1971 and July 1971, for instance, Trailways' total charter mileage on the East Coast rose nearly 17 percent. Meanwhile, a major subsidiary lost 3 percent of its earlier charter business.

During 1972, profits in Holiday Inns' transportation division fell $18 million, but an extra $59 million from its food and lodging group more than offset strike losses. As Trailways' president explained, the company "just make 'em up from other subsidiaries."

MBA Highlights

by Dean Lebowitz

Preregistration - 1977 Summer Sessions and Fall Semester

The preregistration announcement has been mailed, and Enrollments are starting to come in to the Graduate Office. The deadline is April 1. This year all graduate students are being required to preregister.

Paid Registration for the Summer Sessions

This will take place between April 18 and 29.

Spring Semester Ends

The Graduate Spring Semester will end on Friday, April 29.

A New High in MBA Graduates

About 115 graduate students are scheduled to receive their Master's Degrees at Commencement on May 21. This is the greatest number of MBA's to graduate to date. In the years between 1969 and 1970, 81 students have attained their Master's Degrees.

Advisory Council Meeting

The Graduate School Advisory Council met on March 17. St. Patrick's Day, at the residence of President O'Hara, and was appropriately presented with green carnations. A lively discussion took place on the role of the Council vis-a-vis The Graduate School. The Council members, who by far are not Bryant Alumnae, have demonstrated by their participation that they have a very strong interest in graduate education and the Graduate School.

Summer Classes to Begin

The First Summer Session classes will begin on May 9, a date which is not too far away. Summer classes are offered on alternate evenings, Monday and Wednesday, and Tuesday and Thursday. Both graduate and undergraduate classes have become increasingly popular with our students.

Graduate Alumni Activities

Plans are under way for two additional Alumni activities this year. One will be a wine and cheese evening on Wednesday night, May 4, for MBA graduates. The other will be an overnight conference on Friday, June 24. The theme of the seminar will be "The State of the Rhode Island Economy."
March 25, 1977
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Art Exhibit in Rotunda

Bryceol Student Services Foundation, Inc., is sponsoring an exhibit and sale of approximately 300 prints from the famed Ferdinand Roten Galleries collection on April 15, 1977. The event will be held in the Rotunda Center. Along with prints by such masters as Picasso, Goya, Rembrandt, Hals, Vermeer, and many of today's American artists can be seen.

Among the many of the public are invited to browse through this outstanding collection which is to be sold in its entirety. A knowledgeable Roten representative will be on hand to answer questions about the prints and the artists, and to discuss other prints not in this collection, but which may be obtained from the gallery in Baltimore. A wide-respected authority on graphics of all types, Roten holds exhibitions at major museums, colleges, art galleries and art centers throughout the United States.

The informal display of the collection allows visitors to examine at close range the various graphic techniques of different artists. Prices start at $30 with most being under $500. The exhibit takes place from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For further information contact BRYCOIL at 231-1220.

Marketing Club News

The Marketing Club held its weekly meeting last Tuesday, March 22. Plans were completed for the Car Wash. It will be held next Saturday, April 2, at the Sunoco Gas Station, Plant Avenue (across from Smithfield High School), from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Donations will be appreciated. The next meeting will be Sunday, April 3 from 9 to 11 a.m.

For those of you who like to relax, a trip to the movies, the Marketing Club will be sponsoring FOXFIRE in the Student Center at 6:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 14. Donation at the door will be 50c.

Anyone who would like to attend the Marketing Club dinner please let President Greg Reynolds know by April 19. The dinner will be held on Thursday, April 28, at the Marriott Inn in Providence.

The next meeting will be held Tuesday, May 3, 6:00 p.m. in Conference Room C (old game room). All members please attend.

The College should be making efforts of its own to encourage professors to initiate programs which benefit the students' academic preparation for the outside world. The College should not simply sit back and wait for the faculty to make a proposal--but actively pursue some means to realize a solution to the problem. Students must voice their opinions on the issue and inform the faculty members of their desire for practical learning experiences. As an entrant in the R.I. State Government Program, I have learned of many officials' information concerning the manner in which government operates on a day-to-day basis. Little of this could have been learned in the classroom.

Students are well-advised to extend this by enrolling in courses which will lessen the loss of faculty interest in internship programs and the loss of a valuable opportunity.

How can a speeding locomotive (remember it's slower than Superman) go crashing through a crowded train station, injuring only the building? Or watch a man get thrown off a speeding train three times? Silver Strike (the name of the train and movie) offers all this and more. It is an exciting movie about a millionaire who forges paintings and the professor who catches him in the forger in his new book. Richard Pryor, the movie's star, who has taken the train to read everything but does exist. Pryor meets a beautiful girl, the professor's secretary, and falls in love. As they express their love for each other in her train compartment, a strange sight appears outside her window. A man is shot in the head and is thrown off the train. When the sun rises, Pryor becomes determined to solve the mystery of the train that got thrown off the train. Lo and behold, he picks up the book written by the professor and sees the dead man's photograph on the back cover--it's the professor!

After informing the tired secretary, who says "Wake me after eleven," Pryor goes to the professor's department. Once there he meets the Adams' family's old butler, who throws him off the train for the first time. From here the story picks up and Pryor eventually meets his accomplice and partner in crime. (Even Sherlock Holmes had a Watson.) Together they just force and hope the millionaire forger.

To find out how the train becomes runaway and how they stop most of the train from crashing into the station, see the movie. I strongly suggest the movie with Pryor has now, it is eventually fast paced. So buy a ticket to the Silver Strike and hopefully you won't get thrown off.

Movie Review

Silver Strike

by Craig Perry

Ishrael Ambassador to Speak at Brown

Claiming the Israelis, the ambassador to the United Nations, will speak at Brown University on Thursday, March 14. Sponsored by the University’s Student Lecture Board, his 8 p.m. address will be held in Alumni Hall (Meeting Street). The event is free and open to the public.

A former partner in the Herzog, Fox and Neeman Law firm in Tel-Aviv, Herzog received his legal training in Israel and Great Britain. He holds directorships on the boards of the Industrial Development Bank of Israel, the Israel Aircraft Industries, the Paz Oil Corporation, and the Bank of Israel. Commercial, and industrial concerns in Israel and abroad.

Claiming that "the Israel ambassador to the United Nations, will speak at Brown University on Thursday, March 14. Sponsored by the University’s Student Lecture Board, his 8 p.m. address will be held in Alumni Hall (Meeting Street). The event is free and open to the public.

A former partner in the Herzog, Fox and Neeman Law firm in Tel-Aviv, Herzog received his legal training in Israel and Great Britain. He holds directorships on the boards of the Industrial Development Bank of Israel, the Israel Aircraft Industries, the Paz Oil Corporation, and the Bank of Israel. Commercial, and industrial concerns in Israel and abroad.

Work in Europe Program for Students Offered by CIEE

Hundreds of U.S. students will find jobs in France, Ireland and Great Britain this summer through the Work in Europe program sponsored by the Council on International Education Exchange (CIEE). For the past eight years, this popular program has allowed students with the direct experience of living and working in another country. At the same time, helped them reduce the cost of their trip abroad. The Work in Europe program virtually eliminates the red tape that students faced in the past when they wanted to work abroad.

Participants must find their own jobs but will have the help of cooperating student travel professor who is experienced in the country. In France and Ireland they may work during the summer, in Great Britain they may work at any time of the year for up to six months.

The jobs are usually unskilled-in factories, department stores, hotels, etc. Salaries aren't bad, but student generally earn enough to pay for their room and board while they work. A typical job would be that of chambermaid in a hotel in London's West End. But last summer one enterprising student found work in Paris as a wine steward in a restaurant on the Champs-Elysees.

The Work in Europe program, sponsored by CIEE's program, must students between the ages of 18 and 30 and must be full-time college students. To work in France, they must also be able to speak and understand French. For more information and application forms, contact CIEE headquarters at 747 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017; or 236 North Santa Cruz, No. 314, Los Gatos, CA 95030.
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The Inquiring Photographer

Photos by Bob Ellsworth

"To be with Lori." - Kevin Ruthbone

"To meet the guy of my dreams - one with a nice, big...smile." - Maureen Lyons

"To take a trip..." - Skip Warner

"Go to the Bahamas." - Claudia Ferelom

"I'd like to be in Hawaii." - Jody & Vinny

of bus-inspired unrest in Louisville and Boston. The latter, he claims, is the result of increased police activity, directed by the wealthy dealing investment opportunities in Africa.

Gregory displayed a series of photos relating to the JFK assassination, and in addition made reference to still-secret Warren Commission documents, consisting of Jack Ruby's and Lee Harvey Oswald's 1962 tax returns, claiming that they show the two to have been on the payrolls of the FBI and CIA. Mr. Gregory also charged that Robert Kennedy was shot during the ambulance ride following his shooting; that FBI sketches of the assassin of Martin Luther King do not depict James Earl Ray; and that more shots were fired in the attempt on George Wallace's life than Arthur Bremer had bullets.

Gregory denounced much criticism of Russia as being hypocritical, saying that the CIA does things which, if done by the Soviets, would be regarded as evils of communism. The social activist suggested that President Carter should refrain from criticizing Russian human rights violations when American Indians are oppressed.

It is Mr. Gregory's belief that everyone is affected by institutionalized racism and sexism, with the result that even blacks have a racist mentality and women a sexist mentality. He observed that the CIA could capitalize on racism by committing acts of violence in the name of blacks in an effort to force the imposition of martial law.

Mr. Gregory related an incident in which he walked back and forth in front of the White House accompanied by a pusher and a prostitute, and was left alone. However, when he attempted to continue his walk wearing a protest sign, he was arrested.

Much of the talk was devoted to the subject of health, and in particular to cancer, which he described as an $80 billion per year industry. Gregory criticized the FDA's refusal to allow the use of laetrile, a drug many believe to be a cancer cure, and called the recent saccharine ban long overdue. He stated that he has made inquiries to President Carter in response to a recent magazine article which told of a cancer-causing virus, SV40, which has a contaminant of the pre-1962 polio vaccine. The activist received a reply from HEW which disavows responsibility for the incident, but, he claims, implies an admission that people are being deliberately and unknowingly injected with carcinogens. Gregory intends to pursue the matter as a human rights issue.

Continuing on the subject of health, Gregory blamed "crib deaths" on the feeding of cow's milk to babies, rendering them incapable of burping. Cow's milk, said Gregory, has a high content of a substance, casein, used the production of glue.

Mr. Gregory told of running from LA to NY to protest low quality food and water, and the spreading use of weather modification techniques. Gregory believes that the rich and powerful seek to reduce the population, and that they have been responsible for a population control "propaganda campaign." Weather modification is designed, he said, to reduce food supplies, inducing riots and a "holocaust."

In conclusion, Gregory stated that the young have power that they don't realize they possess, and that they could bring about change by asking questions. People, he said, should revise their thinking about themselves and their institutions. The activist stated that colleges must start teaching and stop indoctrinating. Current education does not prepare one for racism and sexism. Mr. Gregory blamed the nation's problems on a lack of spirituality. As part of an effort to create a spiritual image, which he believes would make it possible to learn the truth and effect change, Gregory asked the members of the audience to volunteer to fast weekly from sundown Friday to sundown Saturday.

Following a brief intermission, Gregory accepted questions from the audience, which has dwindled somewhat. He indicated a distrust of the news media, on the grounds that the government plants stories, and of Eldridge Cleaver, as a born-again Christian. Mr. Gregory expressed a belief that the recent settlement between the Teamsters and the UFW in California was the result of a deal between Caesar Chavez and President Carter. Chavez promising support in the presidential elections in return for a promise by Carter to force the Teamsters to make concessions. The recent crackdowns on the Teamsters, he said, was due to Gregory, part of the deal.

Gregory theorized that the wealthy and powerful could force world government by producing a common enemy, in the form of an UFO complete with an extra-terrestrial creature produced through genetic manipulation techniques.

In response to a question on the power of the Masons, Gregory asked the members of the audience to each examine a dollar bill. Referring to the green Treasury seal, he observed that the crest in it resembles a police badge, and that held upside-down it resembles the Mason's symbol. He concluded that the Masons control the government through the police.
**Snack Bar Hours**
The Student Center Snack Bar will have new hours starting this Sunday. It will now be open from 2 p.m. to 1 a.m. each day.

**personal**

Bub-I
Really glad you could make it this weekend cause I really love ya. You are the Sunshine of my Life.

Bub-II

Housekeeper two times a week, any days, own trans. Close to Bryant 9-5. Call 231-3800 after 5 call 766-8587. Beverly Casinelli.

College Students—Part-time earn $10 per hour as an American Youth Enterprise Dealer. Write Fred Novak, Dept. A-34, 1701 Ellis Avenue, Laurel Springs, NJ 08021.

**lost and found**

Lost in Rm. 245 a Cost Accounting Book. Please return to Mary—232-0159.

**for sale**


Jazz: A Modern Art Form VI
The Student Senate & The English Dept.
PRESENT
the 16 piece
Duke Belloire Jazz Orchestra
April 21 - Thursday
12:00 Noon - The Rotunda
1:00 p.m. - The Auditorium
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**movies for the week**

March 27
Freebie and the Bean
Sunday 7:30, 9:30

March 30
Pink Panther
Wednesday 7:30, 9:30

**Harry Chapin Happy Hour**

Free Munchies
3-9
Friday, March 25
Ed's Almanac

Ed's Almanac
by Ed Kasinskas

The weather in Florida turned out as predicted last week—sunny and warm. For those who remained behind in the North, the week was a disappointment with rain and snow. The Midwest got hit with a blizzard which killed many people and trapped countless others.

Here are some tips for predicting your own weather. The saying, "A ring around the Moon means rain" is correct between 40 percent and 80 percent of the time depending on your location, the direction of the cloud movement, and how the pressure is changing. If the pressure is falling rapidly, 75 percent of the time a ring will signal rain in 18 to 48 hours.

Right before rain, distant sounds tend to be louder and smells are stronger. Odors held captive under high pressure are released more readily when the pressure changes, and low clouds help noises travel better from a distance.

Long Range Forecast—March 25-31

There is an old French weather proverb which reads, "March never has two days alike." This has been seen in the last two weeks and will continue next week. This weekend will be sunny and warm, highs 55-60. Sunday night will become cloudy and cool, 35-40. Monday rain in the morning becoming heavy in the afternoon with a chance of thunderstorms, 60-65 will be the high. Clearing Monday night, lows in the 30's. Tuesday and Wednesday will be partly cloudy with the daytime highs below normal 30-35. Thursday will be partly sunny and warming up, 50 degrees.

First Quarter Moon: March 27

Average Length of Days: 12 hours, 29 minutes

FOR SOPHOMORES ONLY

THERE IS NOW A NEW WAY TO QUALIFY FOR THE TWO-YEAR ROTC PROGRAM

What Do You Gain?

• $100 per Month During Your Junior and Senior Years

• Training In Leadership and Management

Career Alternatives

For More Information Contact:
Military Science Department
Alumni Hall
865-2471/2472

Before April 1

March 25, 1977

The Keglers
Do it Again

The Bryant bowlers repeated for the third straight year as the winners of the Pioneer Valley Classic. It was held this year at Springfield, Mass., on March 12. The Indians won it with a total pinfall of 2,802, beating their closest opponent (West Point) by 113 pins. This week victory extended Bryant's record of finishing in the top 5 in a tri-state tournament to 20 straight. This was Bryant's second victory of the current campaign.

Bryant again was led by senior Co-captain Bill Mckeever who averaged 198 for the day. Bill's 198 average was good enough for him to take all events for the day; but not good enough for double as they lost second place by only one pin. Bill had a total of 4,200 games (212, 200, 213, 216). Other 200 games were recorded by Steve Milnes at 205 & Mark Masley had a 215. The rest of the team all bowled well as Bryant captured 43 points on the day.

Bryant did extremely well as a make-shift team to be formed due to the tournament falling over one of our breaks. The noticeable absent bowler was the other Co-captain Easy Ed who was attending a "big" convention in Florida. Bryant is the host at the next tournament this Saturday at Cranston Bowl at 12:30.

Brycol Logo Contest Winner

At a meeting this week, the Executive Committee of the BRYCOL Board of Directors reviewed all entries for the Country Comfort "Logo Contest." The logo selected, as shown next to this article, was designed by Matt Rosen. He will receive a $50 U.S. Savings Bond as the first-place winner. The logo will be used for future advertising for the Country Comfort, as well as for a new sign for the front of the building.

According to members of the Executive Committee, there were many excellent entries, and as a result, BRYCOL will be awarding a prize of two pitchers of Schlitz beer to all of the people whose entries were reviewed by the organization.

NEXT WEEK'S SPECIAL

Do you remember the "Hearts and Flowers" section the ARCHWAY had for Valentine's Day? That section reserved for messages to the one you love? Now the Archway is proud to announce a special for April Fool's Day called "Slings and Arrows" for the one you hate.

Since we anticipate an overwhelming response, we ask a few simple things of those writing. Basically use some type of discretion in the content of your message.

IF IT'S CUSTOM—WE DO IT!!!
Over 500 designs in stock

Lettering
Monogram
Photo Transfers

Embroidery
Handpainting

Complete
Screenprinting on
Shirts, Jackets, Emblems, and Patches

For teams, fraternities, sororities, fundraisers, businesses of all types

T-SHIRT SHOPS

---
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